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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Doak Campbell Stadium has undergone numerous renovations and additions over its
lengthy history. Incremental additions and/ or renovations that occur over time are
required to meet the intent of the applicable codes and regulations that are in force
at the time of construction. The principal purpose of these codes is to provide
design and construction guidelines and requirements, the ultimate intent of which is
to provide for the life safety of the building’s occupants and the protection of
property. Codes change over time, however, as additional information is gathered,
assessed, discussed and deemed worthy of incorporation. The existing codes are
modified as a result of this process and a new set of criteria mandated for
incorporation into future construction. While Doak Campbell Stadium has been
subjected to the codes and regulations in force at the time of the various additions
and renovations, this report has determined that there are several significant code
deficiencies based on the current enforceable standards. As these have potential life
safety, accessibility, and structural implications, it is important that the deficiencies be
addressed in as timely and as thorough a manner as possible. It is critical, in large
assembly venues such as Doak Campbell Stadium, that these facilities be reassessed
on a regular basis for code compliance, life safety and structural integrity. This
report/assessment will provide the foundation for corrective actions which will aid in

insuring that Doak Campbell Stadium, as a major assembly venue, will meet the
requirements of currently applicable codes and regulations. Information contained
within this report will be used to develop a future implementation plan. This report
was based on a visual assessment of observable conditions throughout the stadium
focusing on life safety related deficiencies, structural deficiencies (including condition
of fasteners, welds, and corrosion), accessibility deficiencies, and maintenance
deficiencies. It is not intended to be an all-inclusive assessment of the entire extent of
stadium related items whose existing condition may be desirable to update or
otherwise improve. Photographic documentation is used to illustrate and further
explain the findings contained within the report. Cost estimates contained within the
body of this report will be subject to inflation depending on when the recommended
corrective actions will be implemented. It is the recommendation of the A/E team
that the deficient items contained herein be addressed in as timely a manner as
possible. Priority items along with associated estimated costs can be found on page
121 – 123 of this report.
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INTRODUCTION
Doak Campbell Stadium is located in Tallahassee Florida at 403 Stadium Drive
West and occupies the southwest quadrant of Florida State University. The
construction commenced in 1950 and the stadium has gone through numerous
additions, renovations and upgrades throughout the years since. The stadium
capacity has increased from an approximate capacity of 15,000 in 1953 to
approximately 84,300 in 2003 and decreased to 76,6795 in 2016. The existing
capacity is approximately 76,695, when including Champions Club bench seating,
and 68,143 without. As noted in the 2014 MLD report an understanding of the
Doak Campbell Stadium’s history is as follows:


1950- Original construction with 15,000 seat capacity



1954- Expansion, increasing to 19,000 seat capacity



1961- Expansion, increasing to 25,000 seat capacity



1970- Expansion, increasing to 40,500 seat capacity



1978-1985-Expansion, increasing to 60,500 seat capacity



1992-1995- more expansions, including the enclosure of the stadium with several
buildings, increasing to 77,500 seat capacity



2003- Expansion, increasing to 83,500 seat capacity



2016- South endzone and champion club expansion, decreasing to 76,695 seat
capacity

Doak Campbell Stadium is considered an open atmosphere venue. It consists of two
concourse levels under raked and stepped seating. The Lower Concourse is at the
level of the playing field and the Middle Concourse is roughly mid-height of the
elevated seats. The concourses are approximately 13 vertical feet apart connected
with sloped ramps throughout. The ramps are used as the primary means for
occupants to enter and exit the stadium and, as such, are considered means of
egress components.
The first Seminole Boosters organization was formed in the summer of 1951 to
support the Seminole football program. The Seminole Boosters, through a variety of
initiatives, have been loyal supporters of the Seminole football teams throughout the
years. They have continued to support the teams and to initiate improvements to the
Doak Campbell Stadium. In keeping with this part of their mission, this study will
provide an updated life safety, accessibility and structural assessment of the current
condition of the stadium
The preparation of this report involved extensive research of current applicable code
standards, interviews and meetings with key project stakeholders and
observation/assessment of current stadium conditions by both Architects and
Engineers.
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PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to assess the existing condition of Doak Campbell Stadium as it pertains to existing life safety, accessibility and structural related deficiencies. This is a
summary of the findings after researching the deficiencies noted herein along with the associated investigative work.
Due to the limitations posed by time constraints, the development of this report is limited in project scope and is not intended to be an all-inclusive assessment of the existing stadium
deficiencies. The more obvious and significant stadium deficiencies have been identified and assessed as a part of this report.
Project pertinent information, scope of work guidance and stadium access was made possible by Mr. Brad Adams, Project Manager for FSU Facilities Design and Construction, Mr.
Ben Zierden, Senior Vice President of Operations Seminole Boosters, Mr. Kevin Graham, Executive Director FSU Real Estate Foundation, Mr. Tom Deckert, Assistant Director/
Building Official FSU Environmental health and Safety and Stuart Pearce, Associate Athletics Director for Facility Planning, Operations and Event Management. In addition, meetings
were conducted with the following campus departments: Environmental Health and Safety represented by Mr. Sam Sevor, Fire Safety Coordinator, The University Police Department
represented by Ms. Natalie Steers-Matousek, Director Campus Access &Security Systems, Mr. Aaron Davis, Security Planning and Implementation Manager and Officer Daniel
Cutchins, Crime Prevention, FSU ITS represented by Mr. Tom Hilton and the FSU Utilities and Engineering Services Department represented by Mr. Trey Gossett. The FSU
Transportation and Parking Services Department was contacted and informed of the upcoming report. The team was notified that this department was unaware of any items that
should be, or needed to be, included as a related deficiency. Information and recommendations contained within this report were gathered and assessed by EMI architects (Elliott
Marshall Innes P.A.). Assisting EMI and providing engineering related expertise were H2 Engineering (MPE) and Bliss-Nyitray (structural engineers). The information enumerated herein
is a collaborative effort of all professional consultants. There have been a significant number of studies and reports which have been completed at various intervals over the long life of
the stadium. The reports that are readily available have been reviewed by the appropriate consultants and those findings which were deemed relevant have been incorporated and
further developed in this updated study. A listing of these specific past reports, documents and studies which were either made available or were discovered as a result of the
investigation process include the following:










Survey, Inspection and report Doak Campbell Stadium. The Florida State University Project # 31416. Prepared by MLD Architects, Inc. FSU P.O. #140607 dated March 04, 2014
Stadium Improvements, Code Analysis and Preliminary Concept Drawings prepared by EMI architects dated July 2012
Doak Campbell Stadium-Smoke Protected Assembly Seating Analysis- Final Report of Findings and Conclusions prepared by Rolf Jensen and Associates dated June 21, 2013
Quantitative Smoke Protected Assembly Seating Analysis-Final Concept Design Brief prepared by Rolf Jensen and Associates; Inc. dated January 27th, 2014
Performance-Based Computer Egress Modeling- Concept Design Brief prepared by Rolf Jensen and Associates; Inc. dated January 27th, 2014
Florida State University Doak Campbell Stadium- Smoke Analysis Modeling prepared by Jensen Hughes dated May 28th, 2015
Accessology- Doak Campbell Accessibility Assessment completed in 2014
Investigative Report UCB North Entry Doors dated 26 July 2018 prepared by EMI Architects
FSU CCTV stadium coverage diagrams, estimates, and required camera locations (prepared and furnished to design team by FSU Police Department July 9th, 2021)
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Recent Contract Document Drawings (EMI architects)

Install fire main and relocate FDC.

Structural Repairs (02 Feb 2015)

Gate “A” and “M” Improvements (03 June 2016)
Modified existing gates “A” and “M” by adding an exit door in a leaf of the gate. Also,
replaced a few exit lights in the north concourse (@ ground level).

Repaired cracks and holes in structure. Added structure where noted in plans. Repaired brick
field walls.

East/West Towers Irrigation & Landscaping (07 June 2016)

Stadium Bowl Deck Waterproofing, Painting & Structural Repairs (14 Sept 2015)

Added landscaping and irrigation at areas to the east and west of towers, added security
fence/gate around generator, replaced any damaged landscaping because of construction.

Sandblasted bowl areas and provided new deck coating system.
Skybox Window & HVAC Improvements (26 Jan 2015),

Chiller Plant (15 July 2015)

Provided new sliding windows, rolling shades, new Daiken unit in skyboxes, stair railings where
needed in skyboxes, new ACT ceiling in skyboxes and other noted areas in drawings.

Provided structural support for metal platform, ladder, cage, and railings at chiller plant.
Exterior ADA Improvements (09 May 2016)

Level 7 West President’s Box Improvements (17 June 2015)

Added crosswalks, striping, ADA ramps, HC parking spaces, new sidewalk, remove bump outs,
wheel stops, and other misc. noted items in drawings.

Removed wall in the corridor, added a pair of new 1-hr rated fire doors in corridor (both egress
directions), replaced Catering doors with 3’-6” doors and infilled wall opening where needed,
replaced finishes where required because of demo and installation.

ADA and Maintenance Restroom Upgrades (15 Feb 2016)

South Endone Towers (24 April 2015)

Modify restrooms and concession areas in East and West concourses as noted in drawings.

Added new stair and elevator towers in the South Endzone. Added ADA toilets and revised
some existing restrooms in the South Endzone. Modified some of the South Endzone
concessions.

Second Level Kitchen Modifications 2017 Phase (28 April 2017)
Provide new waterproofing, floor tile and base in areas of the kitchen. Reinstall existing kitchen
equipment to original location, renovate dishwasher area and add new dishwasher equipment.

Pedestrian Pathway/ ADA upgrades (12 June 2015)

Second Level Kitchen Renovation 2016 Phase (31 Jan 2016)

Provided curb cuts for crosswalk and associated striping, added stop signs.

Provide new flooring to match adjacent, in prep areas. Provide new walk-in cooler and repair or
replace any damaged finishes, due to demo or installation of cooler. New refrigerators,
freezers, storage, and delivery break down areas, with CMU wall around the perimeter of areas
with doors or chain link gates, and roof above (where noted in drawings).

South Endzone Club & Seating (06 Oct 2015)
Concourse Club and new storage rooms on third level; Champions Club, food service, and
restrooms on fourth level; Terrace level seating, restrooms, food service on terrace level; south
endzone seating; furniture; covered canopy system.

University Center Building “B” Reroof (31 May 2017)

South Endzone Scoreboard (07 July 2016)

Add new roof system.

Provided structure for new scoreboard.

University Center Club – 6th Floor Renovation (04 Nov 2016)

North Endzone Scoreboard Expansion (01 April 2016)

Provide new finishes within club space, new furniture, new reception desk, new bar countertop,
light fixtures, ramps, and other misc. items.

Provided structural support for new scoreboard, new wall tile for men and women restrooms @
lower level of Varsity Club, new finishes to match existing where needed as a result of the
added structural support.

Wayfinding Signage (16 Aug 2016)
Provide new wayfinding signage throughout the concourses, entrance gates, and terrace level
seating sections.

Langford Green Improvements (28 April 2017)
Provided new pavers, landscaping, bollards, benches, lighting, low wall, tree grates.
Fire Line Loop (07 June 2016)
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Applicable Building Codes
There are numerous NFPA, ICC and FBC standards that govern the design of a large
A-5 assembly occupancy stadium such as Doak Campbell Stadium. It is beyond the
scope of this report to determine existing compliance with all the applicable standards.
The primary code standards determined to be applicable, and which were used in
some capacity to assess existing compliance include, but are not limited to, the
following:

o

NFPA 90B Standard for the Installation of Warm Air Heating and Air
Conditioning Systems (2018)

o

NFPA 96 Standard for Ventilation Control and Fire Protection of Commercial
Cooking Operations (2017)

o

NFPA 101 Life Safety Code (2018)

o

NFPA 102 Standard for Grandstands, Folding and Telescopic Seating, Tents,
and Membrane Structures (2021)



Florida State University Design Guidelines (August 2012)

o

NFPA 110 Standard for Emergency and Standby Power Systems (2016)



Florida Building Code 7th Edition (2020)
o Florida Existing Building Code

o

NFPA 731 Standard for the Installation of Electronic Premises Security Systems
(2017)





o

Florida Building Code

o

NFPA 780 Standard for the Installation of Lightning Protection Systems (2017)

o

Florida Accessibility Code

o

NFPA 1963 Standard for Fire Hose Connections (2014)

o

Florida Mechanical, Plumbing, Fire Prevention and Gas Codes

o

Florida Energy Conservation Code

NFPA 1 FL Fire Code (2018)

o

NFPA 101 Life Safety Code (2018)

NFPA 1 Fire Code (2018)

o

NFPA 13 Installation of Sprinkler Systems (2016)

o



ICC ICC 300- Standard on Bleachers, Folding and Telescopic Seating, and
Grandstands (2017)
Florida Statutes
o

National Fire Codes
o

International Code Council (ICC)
o

Florida Fire Prevention Code 7th Edition (2020)
o





Chapter 553.80 Building Construction Standards: Florida Building Code Enforcement

Florida Administration Code
o

Chapter 9B-7 Florida Building Commission Handicapped Accessibility
Standards

NFPA 14 Installation of Standpipe and Hose Systems (2016)

o

Chapter 61C-5 Florida Elevator Safety Code

o

NFPA 20 Installation of Centrifugal Fire Pumps (2016)

o

o

NFPA 25 Water Based Fire Protection Systems (2017)

Chapter 61G15-33 Responsibility Rules of Professional Engineers Concerning
the Design of Electrical Systems

o
o

NFPA 54 National Fuel Gas Code (2018)

Chapter 61G15-34 Responsibility Rules of Professional Engineers Concerning
the Design of Mechanical Systems

o

NFPA 70 National Electrical Code (2017)

o

Chapter 69A-3 Fire Prevention - General Provisions

o

NFPA 72 National Fire Alarm Code (2016)

o

Chapter 69A-47 Uniform Fire Safety Standards for Elevators

o

NFPA 90A Standard for the Installation of Air Conditioning and Ventilation
Systems (2018)

o

Chapter 69A-58 Fire Safety in Educational Facilities

o

Chapter 69A-60 The Florida Fire Prevention Code, 7th Edition (2020).
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Occupational Safety and Health Regulations (OSHA)



ADA Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings (ADAAG)



ASHRAE Publications



o

ANSI / ASHRAE Standard 62.1 – Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality
(2010)

o

ANSI / ASHRAE Standard 90.1 – Energy Standard for Buildings except LowRise Residential Buildings (2016)

o

ANSI / ASHRAE Standard 15 – Safety Standard for Refrigeration Systems
(2013)

ASME Publications
o

ASME A13.1 Scheme for the Identification of Piping Systems (2007)

o

ASME A17.1 Safety Code for Elevators and Escalators (2013)

o

ASME A17.3 Safety Code for Existing Elevators and Escalators (2013)

o

ASME B13.1 Code for Pressure Piping (2012)

In addition to reviewing the previously available reports and studies, and conducting
the necessary code research, visual observation and associated photo documentation
were the primary means of communicating the apparent and observable deficiencies.
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STADIUM EGRESS
The previously completed Stadium Improvement Project significantly improved the
then deficient egress capacity in the south endzone of the existing stadium. Two new
scissor stairwells were added serving ground levels and third, fourth and sixth and
six new high speed traction elevators were added for public convenience. Egress
capacities in the south endzone were initially calculated utilizing a prior report titled
“Stadium Improvements, Code Analysis and Preliminary Concept Drawings”
completed by EMI architects in July 2012. This was followed up with a more
comprehensive evaluation of the entire stadium by Jenson Hughes as a part of the
2016 Stadium Improvements Project where performance-based computer modeling
was utilized to confirm that the existing stadium met the requirements for a smoke
protected assembly occupancy. There appears to be several egress

paths that remain non-compliant and require corrective measures to ensure code
compliance, either through literal compliance, or through an AHJ (authority having
jurisdiction) acceptable code equivalent substitute. In its current configuration, the
required second means of egress from the ground floor building B entrance lobby
must exit through the stadium proper to the North. This is a violation of current
applicable life safety codes. In addition, the stadium access aisles on the East and
West sidelines do not meet current code requirements for minimum width and
aisleways lack required handrails for safety. This is a significant life safety related
egress deficiency and should be addressed in a timely manner. A compromised
egress path occurs in the opposite North side endzone where egress from Bldg. D
must exit under the stadium proper after discharge from a protected stairwell.
Additional descriptive information regarding these areas can be found within the
body of this document.
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CODE Analysis TABLE
CODE RESEARCH
PERMITTED MATERIALS

CODE

ITEM

REQUIREMENT

EXISTING CONDITION

RECOMMENDATIONS

ICC - 302.2
FBC 2020- 1029.11.2

Durability

Weather resistant, corrosion
protection

Various areas of weathering,
deteriorations, and flaking coating
system

Scrape, wire brush, high pressure wash rusted
metal surfaces, remove loose coatings, reprime
and recoat.

CLEAR HEIGHT

CODE

ITEM

REQUIREMENT

EXISTING CONDITION

RECOMMENDATIONS

FBC 2020- 1003.3.1
ICC - 306.1

Clear Height of
aisle accessways,
aisles and
portions of the
means of egress
system

80" minimum

80" plus-All aisle accessways, aisles,
and portions of the means of egress
appear to comply

All areas appear compliant, no work
recommended.
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ACCESSIBILITY- SEATING

CODE

ITEM

REQUIREMENT
REQUIREMENT

EXISTING CONDITION

RECOMMENDATIONS

FBC 2020-A- 221.2
ICC-310.1

Wheelchair
accessible
seating

In assembly areas with more than
5000 seats at least 36 wheelchair
spaces and companion seats plus
one additional wheelchair space for
each 200 seats (or fraction thereof)
more than 5000 are required.

106 wheelchair spaces are provided.
316 Seats are required with the
occupant load at 60,968. 210 new
spaces are needed to fulfill code
compliant handicap seat count

Construct new wheelchair accessible seating
locations with required markings to satisfy current
code requirements.

FBC 2020-A- 221.2.2
ICC-310.1

Accessible
seating integral
part of seating
plan

Not Isolated from other spectators
or family/friends

Existing accessible seating is provided
while being a part of seating plan, but
will need to be evenly distributed
according to future ADA seating plan

Existing - All areas appear compliant, no work
recommended
Future- Distribute handicap seat locations to
comply with current code requirements

FBC 2020-A- 221.3
ICC-310.1

Companion Seat

Must be provided next to each
wheelchair seating location

Movable companion to each
wheelchair seating location

FBC 2020-A- 221.8
ICC-310.1

Removable or
folding seats

Removable seating can be provided
in wheelchair seating locations for
those who do not use wheelchairs

Space is given for the option of
providing removable/ folding seating
for non-wheelchair users

FBC 2020-A- 221.2.3
ICC-310.1

Lines of sight
(wheelchair)

Comparable lines of sight to those
provided to other spectators

Existing - All areas appear compliant, no work
recommended
Future- companion seat locations to comply with
current code requirements
Existing - All areas appear compliant, no work
recommended
Future- Handicap seat locations to comply with
current code requirements
Existing- Remove bench seating in front of sections
4 and 39 wheelchair accessible seating.
Future- handicap seat locations to comply with
current code requirements

FBC 2020-A- 802.1.5
ICC-310.1

Overlap

Line of sight appears to comply with a
standing fan in front of wheelchair
patron in sections 117-123 and in
sections 9-11. In sections 4 and 39,
line of sight is obstructed by a
standing fan in front of wheelchair
patron.
Wheelchair spaces shall not overlap Handicap seating located in sections 9- Remove bench row seating above handicap
circulation paths
11 overlap circulation paths
seating and expand surface area of seating to
meet code requirements
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ACCESSIBILITY- ACCESSIBLE ROUTES

CODE

ITEM

REQUIREMENT

EXISTING CONDITION

FBC 2020-A- 307.4
ICC-310.1

Vertical
Clearance

Vertical Clearance shall be 80” high
minimum. Guards or other barriers
shall be provided where vertical
clearance in less than 80” high

Existing structural cross bracing,
underneath exposed stairways, and
other protruding objects have no
barriers where vertical clearance in
less than 80” high

FBC 2020-A- 405
ICC-310.1

Slopes (Ramps)

Ramps shall not have running
slopes greater than 1 in 12. The rise
for any ramp run shall be 30 in max

Existing accessible ramps appear
compliant

All areas appear compliant, no work
recommended

FBC 2020-A- 403.3
ICC-310.1

Slope

The running slope of walking
surfaces shall not be steeper than
1:20 (5%)

Area at section 10-11 has a running
slope of 13.1% just before accessible
ramp

Modify area to reduce running slope to 1:20 (5%)

FBC 2020-A- 505.2
ICC-310.1

Handrail required

Handrails shall be provided on both
sides of stair

Ramp providing access to elevator C5
at gate B does not have handrails on
both sides

Add code compliant handrail at this location

FBC 2020-A-505.10
ICC-310.1

Handrail
extensions

Ramp handrails shall extend
horizontally above the landing for
12”

Existing accessible ramp handrails do
not extend to landings

Extend existing handrails to extend horizontally
above the landing for 12”

FBC 2020-A- 302.3
ICC-310.1

Openings

Openings in floor or ground
surfaces shall not allow passage of
a sphere more than ½” diameter

Existing stormwater grates have
openings larger than ½”

Replace stormwater grates with code compliant
openings

FBC 2020-A- 303.2
ICC-310.1

Changes in level
(vertical)

Changes in level of ¼” high
maximum shall be permitted to be
vertical

Several locations under westside
grandstand pose a tripping hazard
along existing concrete trench patch
work

Cut existing concrete at column lines and re-pour
new to make even/level surface at problematic
areas.

12
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EXIT ACCESS

CODE

ITEM

REQUIREMENT

EXISTING CONDITION

RECOMMENDATIONS

ICC-402.1
FBC 2020- 1029.14

Travel within
tiered seating

Travel within tiered seating shall be
considered exit access

Aisles, cross-aisles, sloped/level
walking surfaces, tunnels, stairs and
ramps connecting to tiered seating or
structure appear to comply with the
code, except for vormitories ramps
and concourse ramps at gate C & K

Vormitory ramps and concourse ramps at gate C &
K do not meet current means of egress code
requirement. Demolish and replace vormitory
ramps with code compliant stairs. Concourse
ramps require further investigation.

CODE

ITEM

REQUIREMENT

EXISTING CONDITION

RECOMMENDATIONS

ICC - 403.1
FBC 2020- 1004.6
NFPA 1 FL- 14.8.1.2
NFPA 101- 7.3.1.2
ICC - 403.1
FBC 2020- 1004.6
NFPA 1 FL- 14.8.1.2
NFPA 101- 7.3.1.2
ICC - 403.1
FBC 2020- 1004.6
NFPA 1 FL- 14.8.1.2
NFPA 101- 7.3.1.2

Benched Seating

18" per person of length of the
bench

Various areas of marked bench seating All seating (in area of work) to be adjusted to 18”
are less than 18” per person.
to meet the current applicable codes

Reviewing Stands
(standing)

5 sf per person for standing space

Upper deck/balcony seating appears
to comply with 5 sf per person

All areas appear compliant, no work
recommended

Reviewing Stands
(seating)

7 sf per person for movable chair
space

Upper deck/balcony seating appears
to comply with 7 sf per person for
movable chairs

All areas appear compliant, no work
recommended

OCCUPANT LOAD
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GENERAL MEANS OF EGRESS

CODE

ITEM

REQUIREMENT

EXISTING CONDITION

RECOMMENDATIONS

ICC - 404.1
FBC 2020- 1006
NFPA 101- 7.4.1.2
ICC - 404.3

Minimum
number of exits

Based on occupant load table.

All areas appear compliant, no work
recommended

Exterior
Installation

ICC - 404.4
FBC 2020- 1029.7

Travel Distance

Where means of egress converges,
a minimum two egress paths
provided, sized to accommodate
occupant load served
Seat to perimeter of seating
structure 400' or less

All areas appear to comply with the
number of minimum exits for its
occupant load.
At least two paths appear to be
provided in required size where
converging means of egress present
Each seat to the perimeter of the
structure does not exceed 400'

All areas appear compliant, no work
recommended

NFPA 1 FL- 14.7.3
NFPA 101- 7.2.6.3
FBC 2020- 1023.3.1

Stair Discharge

Exit stair at University Center D
discharges back into stadium after
exiting rated enclosure

Create enclosed fire rated exit passageway that
discharges occupants to the exterior of the
stadium.

An exit passageway that serves as a
discharge from a stair enclosure
shall have not less than the same
fire resistance rating as those
required for the stair enclosure

14
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AISLE

CODE

ITEM

REQUIREMENT

EXISTING CONDITION
CONDITION

RECOMMENDATIONS

ICC - 405.2
FBC 2020- 1029.9.1
NFPA 101- 13.2.5.6.3

Seating on Each
Side

48" minimum

48" aisle width at South and North
Sections.

South and North Sections appear compliant, no
work recommended.

None at East and West Grandstands

East and West Grandstands - Cut bench lengths to
widen aisle and add a mid-aisle handrail to meet
code compliance.
South and North Sections appear compliant, no
work recommended.

ICC - 405.2
FBC 2020- 1029.9.1
NFPA 101- 13.2.5.6.3

Seating on One
Side

36" minimum

36" aisle width at South and North
Sections.

None at East and West Grandstands

ICC - 405.2
FBC 2020- 1029.9.1
NFPA 101- 13.2.5.6.3

ICC - 405.2
FBC 2020- 1029.9.1
NFPA 101- 13.2.5.6.3
ICC - 405.2
FBC 2020- 1029.9.1
NFPA 101- 13.2.5.6.3

23" aisle width at South and North
Sections.

East and West Grandstands - Cut bench lengths to
widen aisle to meet code compliance around
Vomitory entrances.
South and North Sections appear compliant, no
work recommended.

Aisle Stair
Handrail/Guard
and Seating
Where Aisle Has
a Mid-aisle
Handrail
Level Ramped
Aisles Having
Seating on Both
Sides

23" minimum

42" minimum

No level/ramped aisles with seating on Not applicable
both sides reported (vomitory not
included)

Level or Ramped
Aisles Having
Seating Only on
One Side

36" minimum

No level/ramped aisles with seating on Not applicable
one side reported (vomitory not
included)

None at East and West Grandstands
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East and West Grandstands - Install new mid aisle
handrail in accordance with current code.
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ICC - 405.3
FBC 2020- 1029.9
NFPA 101- 13.2.5.6.3

Aisle Width

Shall provide sufficient egress
capacity for the number of persons
accommodated by the catchment
area served by the aisle

Appears to provide sufficient amount
of egress capacity

All areas appear compliant, no work
recommended

ICC - 405.4
FBC 2020- 1029.9.3

Converging Aisles

Where aisles converge to form a
single path of egress travel,
required capacity of that path shall
not be less than the combined
required capacity of the converging
aisles

Appears to provide required capacity
where aisles converge to form a single
path

All areas appear compliant, no work
recommended

ICC - 405.5
FBC 2020- 1029.9.4

Uniform Width

Portions of aisles, where egress is
possible in either two directions,
shall be uniform in required width

Egress aisle width appear uniform
where travel is present in two
directions

All areas appear compliant, no work
recommended
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AISLE STAIRS

CODE

ITEM

REQUIREMENT

EXISTING CONDITION

RECOMMENDATIONS

ICC - 406.3
FBC 2020- 1029.14.2.1
NFPA 101- 13.2.5.6.5
ICC - 406.7
NFPA 101- 13.2.5.6.5
ICC - 406.4
FBC 2020- 1029.14.2.2
NFPA 101- 13.2.5.6.6

Tread Depth

Minimum 11"

12" tread depth

All areas appear compliant, no work
recommended

Tread
Construction
Riser Height

Minimum 0.5" opening

No tread gaps reported

Minimum 4" Maximum 8"

Sections vary from 5", 5.5", 4.5", and
10" riser height" (same height as
tiered structure riser) Old seating in
east and west stands are 2" over the
maximum allowable riser height.

All areas appear compliant, no work
recommended
Old seating in east and west stands are 2" over the
maximum allowable riser height. Add intermediate
step to bring rise height in compliance with
current code.

ICC - 406.7
NFPA 101- 13.2.5.6.6
ICC - 406.8
FBC 2020- 1029.14.2.2
NFPA 101- 13.2.5.6.5

Riser
Construction
Dimensional
Uniformity

Solid Construction

Solid Construction

Stair tread and riser shall be
uniform in size and shape

Some areas appear to have
nonuniformity of aisle stairs tread and
risers

ICC - 406.9.3
FBC 2020- 1029.14.2.3
NFPA 101- 13.2.5.6.5

Tread Marking
Stripe

Where tread/riser nonuniformity
exceeds 3/16” (0.188")

Painted yellow marking stripes are
provided in nonuniformity areas

17

All areas appear compliant, no work
recommended
Reconstruct aisle stairs to meet uniformity as
needed

All areas appear compliant, no work
recommended
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AISLE ACCESSWAY

CODE

ITEM

REQUIREMENT

EXISTING CONDITION

RECOMMENDATIONS

ICC - 407.1
FBC 2020- 1029.13

Required Aisle
Accessway

Provided above the first row of
seating

Accessways are provided above the
first row of seating

All areas appear compliant, no work
recommended

ICC - 407.1

Bleacher
Seating
Dual Access
(max. seats)

9" Minimum depth

11.5" bleacher bench depth

Maximum 100 seats per row for
seats with aisles at both ends

Rows do not exceed 100 seats per row

All areas appear compliant, no work
recommended
All areas appear compliant, no work
recommended

ICC - 407.3
FBC 2020- 1029.12.2.1
NFPA 101- 13.2.5.5.5.1

Dual Access
(clear width)

Maximum clear width 12" between
rows shall be increased by 0.3" for
every seat beyond 14, but not
required to exceed 22"

Clear of 14.5" from front of bleacher
bench to back of bleacher bench in
front of it

All areas appear compliant, no work
recommended

ICC - 407.4
FBC 2020- 1029.12.2.2

Single Access

Minimum 12" clear width shall be
increased by 0.6" for every send
beyond 7, but not required to
exceed 22

Clear width of 14.5" from front of
bleacher bench to back of bleacher
bench in front of it

All areas appear compliant, no work
recommended

ICC - 407.3
FBC 2020- 1029.12.2.1
NFPA 101- 13.2.5.5.5
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GUARDS

CODE

ITEM

REQUIREMENT

EXISTING CONDITION

RECOMMENDATIONS

ICC - 408.1
NFPA 102- 6.5.1
FBC 2020- 1029.17

Required guards

Open-sided walking surfaces, cross
aisles, stepped aisles, ramps &
landings of tiered seating

Section guards appear to be provided
in required locations

All areas appear compliant, no work
recommended

ICC - 408.1
NFPA 102- 5.6.1
NFPA 1 FL - 25.3.5.1
FBC 2020- 1029.17
NFPA 101- 7.2.2.4.6.2
ICC - 408.1
FBC 2020- 1029.17
NFPA 102- 5.6.5

Section Guard
Height

42" Minimum

Provided section guard heights vary,
but all appear 42" or more in height

All areas appear compliant, no work
recommended

Elevation
change 30" or
more between
cross aisle and
adjacent floor

26" Minimum

Appears to comply with the minimum
26" height

All areas appear compliant, no work
recommended

ICC - 408.1
FBC 2020- 1029.17

Full width of
aisle

Section guards appear to comply with
full width of aisles

All areas appear compliant, no work
recommended

ICC - 408.2
NFPA 102- 5.5.6
NFPA 1 FL - 25.3.5.7
FBC 2020- 1029.17
NFPA 101- 7.2.2.4.6.3

Opening
Limitations

A guard shall be provided for the
full width of an aisle where the
lowest point of the aisle is more
than 30 inches
Can't allow 4" sphere through up to
34" in height, above anything 8"
can't pass through

Open guard limitations appear to
comply with opening dimensions

All areas appear compliant, no work
recommended
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HANDRAILS

CODE

ITEM

REQUIREMENT

EXISTING CONDITION

RECOMMENDATIONS

ICC - 409.1
FBC 2020- 1029.16

Required
Handrails (seats
on both sides of
aisle)

Where seats are located on both
sides of an aisle stair, a minimum
of one mid-aisle handrail shall be
provided.

North and south endzone bleachers
appear to comply, East and West
bleachers provide no handrails

Construction of mid-aisle handrails are needed in
the East and West bleachers, currently none are
present

ICC - 409.1
FBC 2020- 1029.16

Required
Handrails (seats
on one side of
aisle)

Where seats are located on one
side of an aisle stair a minimum of
one handrail shall be provided on
side of stair where there are no
seats

Provided where seats are present on
one side on an aisle in north and south
bleachers

Construction of mid-aisle handrails are needed in
the East and West bleachers, currently none are
present

East and West bleachers provide no
handrails

ICC - 409.1
FBC 2020- 1029.16
NFPA 101- 13.2.5.6.9.4

Mid-Aisle
Handrail Gaps

Mid-aisle handrails should have
gaps minimum 22", Maximum 36"
where seating is on both sides

23" gaps provided between mid-aisle
handrails

All areas appear compliant, no work
recommended

ICC - 409.2
FBC 2020- 1029.16
NFPA 101- 13.2.5.6.9.7

Height

Uniform 34" minimum, 38"
maximum

All handrails including mid-aisle,
appear within 34"-38" range

All areas appear compliant, no work
recommended

ICC - 409.3
FBC 2020- 1029.16
NFPA 101- 7.2.2.4.5.6

Graspability

Circular cross section-minimum
1.25" diameter, 2" maximum

circular grasp. Approximately 1.75"
diameter

All areas appear compliant, no work
recommended

ICC - 409.4
FBC 2020- 1029.16
NFPA 101- 7.2.2.4.5.7

Continuity

Handrail gripping surface shall be
continuous, without interruption
by newel post, or other
obstructions

(mid-aisle handrail exception), all
handrails appear without interruption
or obstructions

All areas appear compliant, no work
recommended
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ICC - 409.5
FBC 2020- 1029.16
NFPA 101- 7.2.2.4.5.9

Handrail
Termination

Handrails located on the side of an
aisle stair shall return to wall
guard or walking surface or be
continuous to the handrail of an
adjacent aisle stair flight

All handrail terminations appear to
return to wall guard or walking surface
or are continuous

All areas appear compliant, no work
recommended

ICC - 409.5
FBC 2020- 1029.16

Mid-Aisle
Termination

Shall not extend beyond the
lowest riser and shall terminate
within 30"

All mid-aisle terminations appear to
not extend beyond the lowest riser

All areas appear compliant, no work
recommended

ICC - 409.6
FBC 2020- 1029.16
NFPA 101- 7.2.2.4.5.6

Clearance

Rail and wall clear space minimum
2.25"

All clearance space appears more than
the minimum 2.25", approximately 2"3"

All areas appear compliant, no work
recommended
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MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS

CODE

ITEM

REQUIREMENT

EXISTING CONDITION

RECOMMENDATIONS

ICC - 502.1

Structural
Components and
Fasteners

Not to be broken, damaged, badly
deteriorated or missing

See Engineer's report

Not applicable

ICC - 502.1

Bearing

Adequate bearing, shall bear
uniformly on floor/ground in a
manner so it safely supports
structure

See Engineer's report

Not applicable

ICC - 502.1

Components/
Systems

All components and systems shall
be in proper working condition

See Engineer's report

Not applicable
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GRANDSTAND AND BLEACHER SEATING

CODE

ITEM

REQUIREMENT

EXISTING CONDITION

RECOMMENDATIONS

NFPA 102- 5.5, 6.4.5
NFPA 1 FL - 25.3.1.5
FBC 2020-1029.13.2.1

Max Number
of Seats to
Aisle (Distance)

Maximum number of seats
permitted between farthest seat
and an aisle - 20 for outdoor
bleachers

34 seats max per row, farthest seat is
17 seats from an aisle

All areas appear compliant, no work
recommended

NFPA 102- 5.9
NFPA 1 FL - 25.3.4
ICC-305.1

Spaces
Underneath
Grandstands

Spaces underneath a grandstand
shall be kept free of flammable or
combustible materials

Wood Structures underneath East and
West grandstands.

Remove all combustible material and replace
with non-combustible material.
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OBSERVATION/Recommendations - LIFE SAFETY
ACCESS AISLE
OBSERVATIONS
Existing access aisle on the North and South grandstands are in compliance
with current code requirements. Access aisle on the East and West
grandstands do not meet the current means of egress code requirements. Aisles
do not meet required widths, are missing the required handrails, and do not
have an intermediate step to meet the current code requirements.

PHOTO DOCUMENTATION
PHOTOS

Typical mid-aisle handrail present on
North and South grandstands.

No mid-aisle handrails are present on
the East or West grandstands.

No intermediate steps present on East
or West grandstands.
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Mid-aisle dimension does not comply
with current codes at East and West
grandstands.
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PHOTOS

No handrail at side aisle
present on East and
West grandstands

Side aisle dimension at vomitory
opening does not comply with
current codes

No intermediate step at
side Aisle

25

Mid-aisle dimension does
not comply with current
codes at East and West
grandstands.

Side aisle dimension at vomitory
opening does comply with current
codes. (Few Locations)
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Address means of egress issues in stadium proper at
East and West Grandstands. Cut and cap bleachers to
widen aisle to current code compliant requirements.
Add intermediate step at each row, prime, and seal
with new top coating to match existing. Install new midaisle/side aisle handrails to comply with current code
requirements.
See Florida Building Code 2020 1029.1.1 and ICC 300 405.2
for minimum aisle widths for bleachers.

Budget Estimate
$ 2,679,067.10

LEGEND
Widening of Aisle
@ Vomitories
Widening of Aisle
with Handrails
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DIAGRAMS

Widening of Aisle at Vomitories

Widening of Aisle with Mid-Aisle Handrails
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VOMITORIES
OBSERVATIONS
Existing non accessible vomitory ramps at the East and West grandstands do
not meet current means of egress code requirements. Vomitories also enable
rainwater to flow into underside of stadium grandstands which causes potential
slip and fall hazards.

PHOTO DOCUMENTATION
PHOTOS

Typical ground level vomitory ramp

Typical ground level vomitory ramp

Underside of typical ground level
vomitory ramp
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Typical upper level
vomitory ramp

Underside of typical
upper level vomitory
ramp
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Address Means of Egress at Vomitories. Vomitory ramp
slopes do not meet current code for means of egress.
Non-accessible vomitory ramps to be replaced by
stairs. Upper stairs will add new concrete slab
spanning the column bays and will slope to new grated
drain at the foot of the stairs to address rainwater
entering the stadium.
See structural plans/sections for additional information regarding
replacement constructability.
See Florida Building Code 2020 1012.2.

Budget Estimate
Lower-

$930,127.97

Upper- $1,982,523.31
Total-

$ 2,912,651.28
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TYPICAL UPPER VOMITORY STRUCTURAL PLAN AND SECTION
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TYPICAL LOWER VOMITORY STRUCTURAL PLAN AND SECTION
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NON-SLIP EPOXY COATINGS
OBSERVATIONS
Areas of ponding water, uneven surfaces, and cracks pose a threat of
deterioration of existing concrete concourse as well as a potential slip and fall
hazard in the path of egress.

PHOTO DOCUMENTATION
PHOTOS

Ponding of water in egress path at
upper concourse level.

Cracking in concrete occurring at
upper-level concourse.

Deterioration of concrete occurring at
ground level concourse.

32

Cracking in concrete occurring at
concourse ramp.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Ground-Level Concourse Plan

Address concrete floor for trip hazards, ponding, and
slip and fall issues. Grind and level areas needed and
apply non-slip epoxy coating finish.
Ground level Concourse Resurfacing
Square footage = Approx. 202,478 Sq.
Sq. Ft.
See Florida Building Code 2020 1012.2.

Budget Estimate
Ground Level -

$623,632.24

Upper Level -

$292,812.52

Total Budget Estimate - $916,444.76
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Upper-Level Concourse Plan

Address concrete floor for trip hazards, ponding, and
slip and fall issues. Grind and level areas needed and
apply non-slip epoxy coating finish.
Upper-Level Concourse Resurfacing
Square footage = Approx. 95,069 Sq.
Sq. Ft.
See Florida Building Code 2020 1012.2.
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TRIP-HAZARD CONCRETE TRENCH
OBSERVATIONS
Existing concrete patch work appears to be unreinforced and is creating
uneven concrete settlement along egress path under the West side
grandstands that poses a potential tripping hazard.

PHOTO DOCUMENTATION
PHOTOS

Concrete patch work under West
grandstands.

……

…..

……
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Address settling issues of patched concrete under West
side grandstands posing a potential tripping hazard.
Cut existing concrete at column lines and repour new
reinforced concrete to create an even/level surface.

Ground-Level Concourse Plan

Area of Concrete Removal and Repour
Square footage = Approx. 5,800 Sq. Ft.
See Florida Building Code 2020- Accessibility 303.2
and ICC 310.1

Budget Estimate
$673,222.70
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SOUTH SIDE EGRESS
OBSERVATIONS
Access from primary South-side, Building B entrance lobby directly into stadium
is not considered an acceptable second means of egress from lobby area.
Egress presently discharges into an area under the stadium grandstands where
path of travel is unprotected until occupants reach gates to exterior of stadium.

PHOTO DOCUMENTATION
PHOTOS

Egress exit that exits into stadium

……

…..

……
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Address egress issue at South End of stadium. Diagrams propose
eliminating lobby access directly into stadium by expanding Sports
Store or providing an additional “Bonus” Space. Secondary means
of egress from entrance lobby and auditorium would be diverted
westward past existing elevator bank.

Expansion of Store or Additional “Bonus” Space
Square footage = Approx. 1,500 Sq.
Sq. Ft.

Budget Estimate $475,213.20
Expanded
Sports Store
or
Additional
“Bonus” Space

Partition must be
positioned such

New Egress

that dead end
does not exceed
20’-0” from
corridor access to

Demo

Exit #2
Exit #1
Exit #2
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NORTH SIDE EGRESS- LOWER LEVEL
OBSERVATIONS
University Center Building D’s existing discharge from protected exit occurs
below stadium bowl. Exit discharge is presently unprotected until occupants
reach stadium gates at Northeast corner.

PHOTO DOCUMENTATION
PHOTOS

Egress stair from University Center
Building D that egresses into stadium.

Boiler vents into underside of stadium

…..

……
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Construct new ‘Exit Passageway’ under the North
Endzone stands at problematic fire stair. Exit
passageway shall be enclosed, and fire protected until
occupants are discharged to the exterior of the stadium.

Ground Level Plan at UCB-D

See plan for additional information

Exit Passageway
Square footage = Approx. 1250 Sq. Ft.
Ft.

Budget Estimate
$122,374.56
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NORTH SIDE EGRESS- UPPER LEVEL
OBSERVATIONS
Egress from University Center Building D into stadium is not considered an
acceptable means of egress. Exit discharge is presently unprotected until
occupants reach stadium gates.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Reconfigure North End egress to avoid means of egress discharge into
stadium. Relocate double door to make distance greater than 1/3 the
distance of the area served to the second means of egress.

Budget Estimate
$4,312.00
Alternate Options (See Plan)
Exit# 2 Option #1
Add door to exit to hallway and convert closet space
into hallway for egress.

Exit# 2 Option #2
Add door to exit to hallway and convert storage space
into hallway for egress.

** Calculations for egress capacity at noted fire stairs
forthcoming. **
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ENCLOSE ELECTRICAL GEAR BELOW CONCOURSE/RAMPS
OBSERVATION
Electrical gear located below the concourses and ramps are only protected by chain link fence allowing debris and water to enter space.

PHOTO DOCUMENTATION
PHOTOS

Typical Gear Enclosure

Typical 15 kV Gear Below Ramp

Transformer Below Ramp

RECOMMENDATION
Provide concrete block walls and access doorways to protect medium voltage gear.

Budget Estimate - $ 249,000
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UPDATE EMERGENCY EGRESS LIGHTING
OBSERVATIONS
The emergency egress lighting in the concourses is not adequate. Code required light levels (1.0 footcandle average, 0.1 footcandle
minimum) along all paths of egress are not met. NFPA 101 also dictates that emergency lighting must be provided to a public way.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Perform a test of the building to measure
how much emergency lighting is measured
along paths of egress. Test the areas shown
and add additional lights to bring deficient
areas up to code.

Budget Estimate
$127,000
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REVISE AND PROVIDE ADDITIONAL AS NEEDED ILLUMINATED EXIT SIGNAGE
OBSERVATIONS
The exit signage is scarce in the concourses. Signage cannot be spotted from many locations so the
egress paths are unclear. This is a life safety issue for gameday and non-gameday times.
PHOTO DOCUMENTATION
PHOTOS

Illuminated exit sign is difficult to see making the egress path from here not clear.

Non-illuminated exit sign does not stand out. No illuminated
sign visible from this view.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Replace all existing exit signs and add additional exit signage to more clearly identify the egress paths. Re-assess the current egress paths for
functionality and code compliance. New exit signs that are city of Tallahassee approved. These will have 33% larger lettering and larger arrows
than a standard exit sign.

Budget Estimate - $118,000
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OBSERVATIONS
The Florida Building Code (FBC), requires that
stadiums be provided with a manual fire alarm
system that activates an emergency voice/alarm
communications system. Currently there are very
few visual or audible notifications devices on the
1st concourse level and none on the 4th level. The
current alarm system is a horn system and does
not have voice capability.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Provide a new, code compliant fire alarm
system to cover the entire concourse, ramps
concession stands, restrooms, and other
enclosed spaces in the concourse (1st level
shown).

Budget Estimate
$2,222,000
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REPLACE FLUORESCENT FIXTURES IN RESTROOMS, CONCESSIONS AND OTHER ACCESSORY SPACES / LED FIXTURES
OBSERVATIONS
Most of the restrooms, concessions, storage, and other accessory spaces in the
concourse have outdated fluorescent light fixtures. Some fixtures are nonfunctioning and replacing the fixtures with consistent color LEDs will improve
overall lighting for a safer and more pleasing environment while using 35-50%
less energy. LED fixtures and new controls will bring these spaces in compliance
with the latest lighting energy requirements in the Florida Building Code (FBC).

PHOTO DOCUMENTATION
PHOTOS

Non-functioning fixtures in Commissary Room
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Replace lights with new LEDs. Install code compliant automatic lighting controls. Note: Many restrooms were recently renovated with new LEDs installed.
Replace lights in these spaces
Cost: $555,000
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REPLACE - ADD SECURITY CAMERAS
OBSERVATIONS
Many existing cameras are not operational
and additional camera locations are
needed for full coverage. The highest
priority is to provide coverage at the entry
gates.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Replace all cameras in the concourse and
parking lot. Add additional locations to
provide ideal coverage.
Propose installing 60 cameras in the
concourses (1st level shown) and 12 in the
parking lots.

Budget Estimate
$ 310,000.00
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PROVIDE A TWO-WAY RADIO COMMUNICATION ENHANCEMENT SYSTEM FOR FIRST RESPONDERS.
OBSERVATIONS
NFPA requires buildings to pass
inspections for radio communication
throughout a building. It is anticipated
that the stadium will not pass the test
per NFPA standards. This means twoway radios used by emergency first
responders will have interference from
building materials and cannot
communicate from any two points in
the building.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Install a Distributed Antenna System
(DAS) by a UL listed provider complete
with antennas and signal repeaters.
Locations of repeaters shown (same
quantity on 1st and 4th Level.

Budget Estimate
$ 200,000
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PROVIDE A DISTRIBUTED ANTENNA SYSTEM TO IMPROVE CELL PHONE COVERAGE
OBSERVATIONS
Cellular phone service in the
stadium can be unreliable due
to the enormous concentration
of cell phones in one area
and interference from building
materials. Improved cellular
coverage would enhance the
visitor’s experience and
improve safety by increasing
the communication capability
of visitors and security
personnel.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Install a Distributed Antenna System
(DAS) by a UL listed provider complete
with antennas and signal repeaters to
improve cell phone coverage.

Budget Estimate
$ 500,000
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ADD ADDITIONAL EMERGENCY BLUELIGHTS AND CALL STATIONS
OBSERVATIONS
There are few emergency blue light call stations (only 4 per concourse per floor) throughout the stadium and they are not very visible to the public. This is a safety
concern for occupants, especially when the stadium is scarcely populated during non-gameday activities.

PHOTO DOCUMENTATION
PHOTOS

Existing Concourse Blue light
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Provide 16 new, security (vandal resistant) blue lights and call stations (8 per level) as indicated to decrease travel distance and improve visibility.

Budget Estimate
$ 110,000.00
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REPLACE CONCOURSE - RAMP LIGHTING
OBSERVATIONS
Concourse and ramp Lighting is dated, comprised mostly of metal halide, high pressure sodium, and fluorescent fixtures. Lighting levels are spotty, color
temperatures are inconsistent, and fixture control is not automated. Replacing the fixtures with consistent color LEDs will improve overall lighting for a safer and
more pleasing environment while using 40-70% less energy. Lighting controls will provide automated scheduling, dimming, and daylight control along pedestrian
ways for non-gameday activities providing additional energy savings.

PHOTO DOCUMENTATION
PHOTOS

Typical Lighting

RECOMMENDATIONS
Replace approximately 550 high bay light fixtures throughout the lower & upper concourses and ramps with new 4000K LED fixtures with integrated,
programmable lighting control system.

Budget Estimate
$ 1,350,000.00
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FIRE PROTECTION STANDPIPES
OBSERVATIONS
The Florida Building Code (FBC), requires that each interior exit stairway,
horizontal exit, and exit passageway for a stadium be provided with a wet
standpipe and hose connections. It was also reported that maintenance
isolation valves need to be added.

PHOTO DOCUMENTATION
PHOTOS

Typical interior exit stairway.

Typical ramp exit/landing.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Add twelve (12) class 1 wet standpipes with
hose connections on each floor landing as
required. Provide three (3) isolation valves for
isolation.
Requires wet standpipe and
Hoses.
Cost: $205,959
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AUTOMATIC FIRE PROTECTION
OBSERVATIONS
The Florida Building Code (FBC), requires that stadiums be provided with
automatic fire sprinklers for concessions, retail areas, press boxes, and other
accessory use spaces in excess of 1000 square feet. There are forty (40)
areas on the ground floor and forty-one (41) areas on the fourth floor that
require sprinkler coverage.

PHOTO DOCUMENTATION
PHOTOS

Typical not sprinklered concessions
and restroom areas

Large not sprinklered storage area.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Extend the existing fire protection system to
include these areas. Utilize a dry pipe
configuration to mitigate pipe freezing.
Requires Automatic Fire Sprinkler
Coverage
Cost: $1,540,753

LEGEND
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OBSERVATIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS - Accessibility
ACCESSIBLE SEATING
OBSERVATIONS
Existing accessible seating capacity is not up to code standards. In section 4
and 38, existing accessible handicap seating locations do not meet the line-ofsight code requirements. In Sections 9-11 ground level handicap seating does
not meet the floor area clearances. Existing handicap spaces overlap path of
travel.

PHOTO DOCUMENTATION
PHOTOS

Accessible handicap seating widths at
the East grandstands appear to be
code compliant.

Accessible handicap seating at the
East grandstands appear to overlap
the accessible route. Overall depth of
area is 69” An overall depth of 84” is
required in order to accommodate
48” deep wheelchair seating space
and 36” wide accessible route.

Accessible handicap seating depth at
the East grandstands appear to be
code compliant.
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Location of lower 50-yard line
accessible handicap seating area.
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PHOTO DOCUMENTATION
PHOTOS

Lower 50-yard line
accessible handicap
seating area in
sections 9-11. 20
spaces provided

Accessible handicap
seating in sections
117-123. 70 spaces
provided

Location of accessible handicap
seating in Section 38. 8 spaces
provided

Location of accessible handicap
seating in Section 4. 8 spaces
provided

Accessible handicap seating in
Section 4 does not appear to meet
the line-of-sight requirements
addressed in the codes. Rows of
benches will need to be removed to
accommodate line of sight from
accessible handicap seating.

Proposed location of lower level
South endzone accessible handicap
seating. See recommendations for
details

Proposed location of lower level
North endzone accessible handicap
seating. See recommendations for
details

Proposed location of lower level
South endzone accessible handicap
seating. See recommendations for
details

PHOTOS

Proposed location of upper level North endzone
accessible handicap seating. See
recommendations for details
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OCCUPANT LOAD CALCULATIONS - CALCULATIONS DO NOT INCLUDE CHAMPIONS CLUB SEATING
Occupant load is calculated based on current code compliance of 18” min
per seat, widening of access isles, and newly proposed handicap seating
plan. Calculations are split into their respective quadrants (North, South, East,
and West). Seat Count is totaled by section then by quadrant then by total for
existing, 18” min code compliance, widening of access aisles, and proposed
accessible handicap seating plan.

18” code minimum calculations took the total bench lengths in inches and
divided by 18”, then rounded down for each row. Measurements were made
to calculate inch loss per row on the east side grandstands to calculate seat
new count due to widening of access aisle. Lastly, rows of bench seating were
eliminated to accommodate proposed accessible seat layout. These totals are
shown in the table below.
Note: West side grandstand access aisle calculations are based off East side grandstand calculations
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ACCESSIBLE HANDICAP SEATING CALCULATIONS - BASED ON OCCUPANT LOAD
Accessibility seating calculations are based off occupant load calculations that
factor in the 18” minimum code compliant bench seat spacing, the bench
length loss due to the widening of the access aisle, and the loss of rows of
bench seating due to proposed accessible seating layout.

For accessible seating capacities in assembly areas over 5,001 occupants,
36 wheelchair spaces are required for the first 5,001, then 1 per each 200
for the remaining occupant load. A total of 316 wheelchair spaces are
required for the stadium capacity. 106 spaces are provided. Accommodate
210 additional wheelchair seating spaces with companion seats according to
the current accessibility code requirements
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Proposed Accessible Handicap Seating Plan

Address ADA (Handicap) Seating in Stadium Proper.
Seating Capacity for handicap seats is deficient. Also,
existing clearance and line of sight issues are
addressed in proposed new stadium layout.
Proposed Plan Handicap Seat Calculation
106 (existing) + 230 (proposed) = 336 Total
(Need 316 based on calculations. 336 proposed to meet
required capacity for accessible seating)

See accessible handicap seating calculations based on
occupant load of the stadium.
See structural plans, sections, and details for constructability
See Florida Building Code- Accessibility 2020

Budget Estimate
$3,072,616.88
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OVERALL PLAN OF STRUCTURAL MODIFICATIONS
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TYPICAL LEVEL 1 HANDICAP SEATING AT EAST AND WEST GRANDSTANDS - PLAN + SECTION
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TYPICAL UPPER CONCOURSE LEVEL HANDICAP SEATING AT EAST AND WEST GRANDSTANDS - PLAN + SECTION
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UPPER NORTH ENDZONE HANDICAP SEATING - SECTIONS + DETAILS
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UPPER NORTH ENDZONE HANDICAP SEATING - SECTIONS + DETAILS
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ACCESSIBLE ROUTES
OBSERVATIONS
In various locations throughout the stadium, accessible routes need to be
completed. Areas are missing accessible route components that need to be
added or modified to meet current accessibility code requirements.

PHOTO DOCUMENTATION
PHOTOS

Path of travel to accessible seating on
east side has running slope of 13.1%
as it leads to ramp serving the seating
area.

Lower-level ADA
accessible ramp at
section 10-11

Typical accessible ramp
that needs code required
handrail extension.
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Storm grate openings are
larger than ½” minimum
requirement.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Add ADA ramps according to newly proposed
accessibility handicap seating plan and extend/add
handrails to existing ADA ramps to create complete
accessible routes. At section 10-11 ADA ramp, running
slope of concrete at manhole greater than 1 in 20 and
will need to be changed to meet current accessibility
code requirements. Replace various storm grates with
code compliant openings.

Ground Level Concourse Plan
AREA OF NON-COMPLIANT SLOPE

See Florida Building Code 20202020- Accessibility

LEGEND
Handrail Extension/New
Handrail
New ADA Ramp
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Upper-Level Concourse Plan

Add ADA ramps according to newly proposed
accessibility handicap seating plan and extend/add
handrails to existing ADA ramps to create complete
accessible routes. Also, just before Section 10-11 ADA
ramp, running slope of concrete at manhole greater
than 1 in 20 and will need to be changed to meet
current accessibility code requirements. Replace various
storm grates with code compliant openings.
See Florida Building Code 20202020- Accessibility

LEGEND
Handrail Extension/New
Handrail
New ADA Ramp
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CANE DETECTION AND RIGID FRAME
OBSERVATIONS
Cross-bracing and underside of exposed stairs pose a head height clearance
issue and do not meet current accessibility code standards.

PHOTO DOCUMENTATION
PHOTOS

Structural cross bracing throughout
concourse levels is a headroom
obstruction.

Structural elements throughout
concourse levels are considered
headroom obstruction.

Underside of exposed stair poses a
headroom obstruction
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Ground Level Concourse Plan

Add cane protection at underside of open stairs and at
structural cross-bracing. Take linear footage and divide
in half. Half of areas to receive cane protection and
half to change cross bracing to rigid steel frame. Rigid
steel frame eliminates diagonal bracing and thereby
avoids need for cane protection.
Cane Protection @ Cross Bracing
Linear footage = 4,774 Feet
See Florida Building Code 2020- Accessibility 307.4 and
International Code Council (ICC) 310.1

Budget Estimate
$3,169,975.42
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Upper-Level Concourse Plan

Add cane protection at structural cross-bracing at
Upper-Level Concourse.
Cane Protection @ Cross Bracing
Linear footage = 596 Feet
See Florida Building Code 2020- Accessibility 307.4 and
International Code Council (ICC) 310.1
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DIAGRAMS
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ACCESSIBLE PARKING
OBSERVATIONS
See plan for observational information. Noted deficiencies are based on
findings contained in the 2014 Accessology report.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Address accessibility parking deficiencies outlined in plan.

Budget Estimate $51,768.64

Missing:

Missing:

1 New van handicap
parking space with van
accessible sign

6 New handicap parking
spaces

Missing:

4 New curb cutouts & sidewalk
elev. change

1 New van handicap parking
space with van accessible sign

2 New van handicap
accessible signs

Missing:
2 New van handicap parking
spaces

Missing:
1 New van handicap
parking space with van
accessible sign

3 New handicap parking
spaces
3 New curb cuts & sidewalk
elev. change

1 New handicap parking
space
2 new wheel stops

Missing:
2 New van handicap parking
space with van accessible signs

NOTE:
Deficiencies are based on
findings contained within the
2014 Accessology report
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Missing:

3 New handicap parking
spaces

(2) New van handicap
accessible signs

3 New curb cutouts & sidewalk
elev. change
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OBSERVATIONS/Recommendations - Code Compliance
PROVIDE ADDITIONAL WATER COOLERS
OBSERVATIONS
The Florida Building Code (FBC), for
stadiums, requires that one (1) drinking
fountain be provided per 1,000 people
(80 drinking fountains). It was estimated
that only 50% of the required faucets are
provided.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Replace the existing drinking fountains with
new ADA compliant fountains including bottle
fillers. Provide forty (40) new fountains,
outside the restrooms, to meet the
requirement.
Current restroom locations for replacing
and providing new drinking fountains.
Cost: $574,691
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RESTROOM LAYOUTS-FIXTURE COUNTS
OBSERVATIONS
The stadium fixture count does not comply with current code requirements due
to potty parity clause of the Florida Building Code 7th Edition- Plumbing 2020
making the total women’s fixture count deficient. Several of the existing
restrooms do not appear to have the required Ambulatory and ADA stall to
meet current accessibility code requirements.

PHOTO DOCUMENTATION
PHOTOS

Typical ADA restroom entrance.

Typical non-ADA restroom entrance.

Typical ADA Restroom layout. Toilet
paper roll dispenser appears to be
installed at a non-compliant height.
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FIXTURE COUNT CALCULATIONS AND TABLES

Tables show total plumbing fixtures needed by
code as well as existing and new/modified
restroom counts. Refer to tables for fixture counts.
**As of now, table does not show additional ADA
restrooms (Ambulatory and Handicap) that will need to be
added or remodeled for restrooms missing them, as well as
adding 7 sinks for Men.**

See Florida Building Code 20202020- Plumbing section 403
and table 403.1

Lower
Concourse

Upper
Concourse

Totals

Mens:

Mens:

56 Sinks & 141
Toilets

90 Sinks & 185
Toilets

146 Sinks & 326
Toilets

Mens:

Womens:
230 Sinks & 521
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Convert Men’s Restrooms (E0112 & W0108) to
Women’s Restrooms and add additional
Women’s Restrooms (similar to E0101 &
W0109) to bring fixture count to current code
due to potty parity clause.

Ground Level Concourse Plan

New Restrooms
Square footage = Approx. 2,084 Sq. Ft.
See Fixture Count Calculations and Tables for number of
additional fixtures
See Florida Building Code 20202020- Plumbing section 403
and table 403.1

SIMILAR ADA RAMP AND
RESTROOM CONFIGURATION
ON THE SOUTHEAST AND
SOUTHWEST SIDES

Budget Estimate
$1,153,635.56

LEGEND
Convert +
Combine
New
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Convert Men’s Restrooms (E0112 & W0108)
to Women’s Restrooms and add additional
Women’s Restrooms (similar to E0101 &
W0109) to bring fixture count to current code
due to potty parity clause.

Upper-Level Concourse Plan

New Restrooms
Square footage
footage = Approx. 1,948 Sq. Ft.
See Fixture Count Calculations and Tables for number of
additional fixtures
See Florida Building Code 20202020- Plumbing section 403
and table 403.1

LEGEND
Convert +
Combine
New
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REMOVAL OF WOOD STRUCTURES
OBSERVATIONS
Wood structures underneath stadium grandstands are combustible materials
and are not code compliant. In various locations there are structural
components made of wood (roof, walls, etc.)

PHOTO DOCUMENTATION
PHOTOS

Exposed wood roof structure in lower
concourse area.

……

…..

……
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Remove wood structures in areas underneath stadium
grandstands and replace with noncombustible
materials.

Ground Level Concourse Plan

Wood Removal
Square footage = 10,608
10,608 Sq. Ft.

Budget Estimate
$522,762.24
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OBSERVATIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS - MAINTENANCE
ELEVATORS
OBSERVATIONS
Elevators A6, A7, C5, and C6 are original to the stadium and at the end of
their life.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Replacement is recommended.

Number of Stops:





Elevator “A6”“A6”- 2 Stops
Elevator “C5”“C5”- 2 Stops
“A7”-- 3 Stops
Elevator “A7”
“C6”-- 3 Stops
Elevator “C6”

Budget Estimate
$616,000.00
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REPLACE OVERHEAD ELECTRICAL BUSWAY
OBSERVATIONS
A significant amount of power throughout the east and west concourses is served by four 1200A overhead busways running along the lower-level concourse.
These busways feed a second series of 225A overhead busways as well as dedicated loads off the bus. Distribution to the concourse is via 120/208V
panelboards located along the concourse which derive power from these busways. The busways are subject to falling water from the stands above; they are
rusted, sagging, and in disrepair. Further deterioration risks catastrophic failure resulting in possible collapse onto occupants below and/or power disruption.

PHOTO DOCUMENTATION
PHOTOS

Rusted busduct plug

1200A Feeders to Busways
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Replace 1200A busways with new
power panels at lower level.
Provide 200A distribution
panelboards to replace 225A
busways. Provide new feeders in
IMC to all new panelboards.
Extend feeder and branch circuit
conduits to existing locations and
pull new wire.
This will replace rusted, potentially
dangerous equipment with a
reliable solution for the open-air
environment. It will also make
maintenance easier and allow for
future electrical modifications.

Budget Estimate
$ 1,450,000.00

Legend
Remove Overhead Busway
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REPLACE BUS PLUGS AT ELECTRICAL BUSWAY
OBSERVATIONS
A significant amount of power throughout the east and west concourses is served by four 1200A overhead busways running along the lower-level concourse.
These busways are proposed to be replaced under another lower priority item. If busways are not completely replaced, the severely deteriorated bus plugs
would be replaced immediately.

PHOTO DOCUMENTATION
PHOTOS

RECOMMENDATIONS
Replace eighteen 225A bus plugs along each bus duct.
Budget Estimate - $ 404,000.00

Estimate
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REPLACE AGING ELECTRICAL GEAR
OBSERVATIONS
A significant amount of the electrical gear feeding the concourse is outdated, in disrepair or missing interior covers. Missing covers leaving the wires exposed
with the panel door open are a code violation and pose a safety issue. Further deterioration risks failure of equipment and outages of infrastructure critical to
stadium operation. Equipment in need of replacement includes electrical panelboards, dry type transformers, disconnect switches and automatic transfer switches.
This equipment serves concourse lights, emergency lights, elevators, restrooms and power used for concerts.

PHOTO DOCUMENTATION
PHOTOS

Panelboard missing interior cover.

Rusted automatic transfer switch.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Replace aging electrical gear in-kind
with new.
This will replace gear nearing the end
of its usable life with new, modern
equipment. It will also fix some code
violations and improve reliability of
systems critical to gameday functions.

Budget Estimate
$ 425,000

Legend
Aging Gear – 1st Level
Aging Gear – 4th Level
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REPLACE FAILING MEDIUM VOLTAGE SWITCHES
OBSERVATIONS
Three 15kV medium voltage switches are leaking SF6 gas and in need of replacement. SF6 gas is a regulated greenhouse gas with further restrictions
anticipated.
PHOTO DOCUMENTATION
PHOTOS

15 kV Switch 15SW22C

15 kV Switch 15SW22B

15 kV Switch 15SW22A

RECOMMENDATION
Replace failing switches with new University standard solid dielectric type.

Budget Estimate: $ 635,000.00
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REDUNDANT ELECTRICAL SERVICE TO STADIUM
OBSERVATIONS
The stadium is fed from two dedicated circuits from FSU’s west substation.
These circuits are physically located within the same ductbank creating a single
failure point, so any damage to the ductbank would cut service to the stadium
with no immediate way to restore power.

PHOTO DOCUMENTATION
PHOTOS

15 kV Medium Voltage Switchgear in East Stands
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Splice into available circuit 4 near Mike Long Track and construct a new
ductbank pathway to existing manhole just north of Dick Howser Stadium. A
section of existing ductbank would be reused north of Dick Howser Stadium.
The medium voltage switch at Dick Howser stadium and along the new
pathway would be replaced to provide a tie point between circuit 4 & 13.
This would allow both Dick Howser and Doak Campbell Stadiums to be
served through this pathway by either circuit 4 or 13. The new ductbank
would be extended from this point to a new manhole outside the stadium and
then through the lower-level concourse to the existing medium voltage
switchgear serving the stadium. A new incoming section would be installed
with a spare distribution and tiebreaker for connection to the existing
switchgear.
This will provide two independent pathways from the stadium switchgear back
to the substation and allow for restoration of power should a catastrophic
failure to one of the pathways occur.

Budget Estimate
$ 2,100,000
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EXPOSED DOMESTIC WATER PIPING
OBSERVATIONS
The domestic water piping main and branches serving the concession stands
and restrooms is uninsulated and subject to freezing.

PHOTO DOCUMENTATION
PHOTOS

Exposed domestic water piping.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Provide 2” insulation and aluminum jacketing
for the exposed domestic water piping
(~ 6200 linear feet).
General routing of domestic water
main loop.
Cost: $458,032

LEGEND
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REPLACE CONCESSION STAND DIRECT EXPANSION EQUIPMENT
OBSERVATIONS
The stadium maintenance facility reported
that the chillers are not operating efficiently,
due to excess chiller capacity. The
concession stands are currently air
conditioned with direct expansion
equipment.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Increase chiller efficiency by replacing the
existing direct expansion air conditioners
serving the concessions, with chilled and
heating water fan and coil units.
Chilled/Heating water Fan and Coil
units for Concession Stands.
Cost: $1,142,046
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REPLACE DOMESTIC WATER VALVES
OBSERVATIONS
The domestic water isolation valves throughout
the concession areas are not readily
accessible. Facilities staff reported difficulties
isolating the domestic water for maintenance.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Replace the existing, manual, domestic water
valves with switched, electronic, type. The
switches shall be in readily accessible areas.
Domestic water valves.
Cost: $210,792
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REPLACE MANUAL RESTROOM FAUCETS
OBSERVATIONS
The restroom faucets are manually operated.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Replace the existing restroom faucets (~354)
with hands-free, sensor activated, battery
operated faucets.
Restroom.
Cost: $457,921
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REPLACE CONCESSION STAND WATER HEATERS
OBSERVATIONS
The domestic water heaters serving the
concession stands (~33) were reported as
nearing their useful service life.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Replace the existing domestic water heaters
with new, 20 gallon, electric, storage type,
water heaters. Existing power and plumbing
shall be reused.
Concession Stands.
Cost: $140,889
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EXPOSED FIRE PIPING
OBSERVATIONS
Several portions of uninsulated, wet type, fire sprinkler piping, was observed in
the concourse areas. These pipes, because they are not dry type, are subject
to freezing.

PHOTO DOCUMENTATION
PHOTOS

Exposed wet piping serving dry type
pump houses.

Wet pipe serving merchandise
storage area.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Provide 2” insulation and aluminum jacketing
for exposed piping (~ 500 linear feet).

Pump houses/areas where exposed
Wet-piping was observed.

Cost: $45,919

LEGEND
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Critical summer 2021 STRUCTURAL -REPAIRS
NARRATIVE
MAINTENANCE
The existing elevated concourse on the east and west side lines is as much as 70 to 80 years old with the newest areas approximately 20 years old. The elevated
slabs and deck have been modified, expanded, repaired many times. These modifications have created seams in the concrete which allows water to infiltrate into
the cracks and joints in the concrete and the supporting steel deck is now showing signs of deterioration. We will investigate these slabs and decking more
completely at a later date.
The steel structure for the stadium seating has many areas which need the painting repaired. These areas are scattered throughout the structure and will take a
considerable effort to localize the problem areas. A general recommendation would be to paint all the steel structure under the stadium seating.
PRELIMINARY STRUCTURAL INVESTIGATION
As requested by FSU we conducted a partial investigation of the structure to look for deficient items which could impact the opening football game. We reviewed
our previous report and determined that the areas which needed review at this time are the areas of the stadium which are located where water ponds or the steel
goes through multiple wet-dry cycles. We walked the entire stadium looking for obvious structural defects, but we concentrated our investigation to areas which
were not able to be addressed in previous remediations or areas which historically have had problems. Due to these factors, we concentrated our review in the
areas around the upper and lower vomitories on the east and west side lines. We found several areas which must be addressed immediately. These areas are
shown in the attached drawings
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DRAWINGS
EAST SIDE PLAN
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WEST SIDE PLAN
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DETAILS
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COST ESTIMATE BACKUP
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17,485,341.36
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PRIORITY ITEMS
The following items have been identified as life safety, accessibility, code compliance and maintenance deficiencies and are considered to be of a priority nature.
The rectification of these cited deficiencies should be addressed in a timely manner. It is recommended than an implementation plan be developed which is
approved by all the major project stakeholders in consultation with the Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ)

LIFE SAFETY













Provide automatic sprinkler coverage per NFPA 13 in all enclosed areas with the exception of storage spaces
less than 1,000 square feet in area…………………………………………………………………………………………….. $1,540,753.00
Provide manual - wet Class I standpipe system throughout stadium per NFPA 14……………………………………………. $ 205,959.00
Provide a manual fire alarm system that activates voice/alarm and visual occupant notification system…………………….. $2,222,000.00
Replace overhead electrical busway…………………………………………………………………………………………….. $1,450,000.00
Revise and provide additional as needed illuminated exit signage to clarify egress path for both gameday
and non-gameday occupancy (included in security lighting number below……………………………………………………. $ 118,000.00
Replace and add additional security cameras in the concourse and parking lot……………………………………………… $ 310,000.00
Repair concrete trench settlement at West side grandstands…………………………………………………………………… $ 673,222.70
Add additional security lighting at ramps/ concourses………………………………………………………………………… $ 1,350,000.00
Replace wood roof structures below stadium…………………………………………………………………………………….. $ 522,762.24
Add additional emergency blue lights in the concourse…………………………………………………………………………. $ 110,000.00
Epoxy top coating on all floors over concrete floor/slab. There are many areas where the concrete slab on
grade has been cut to add piping and then patched. Some of these patches have settled and have created
uneven surfaces which are potential tripping hazards………………………………………………………………………….. $ 916,444.76
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Modify East and West Sideline access aisles…………………………………………………………………………………… $2,679,067.10
i.
Mid-aisle handrails on East and West bleacher seating
ii.
Widths of aisle on East and West bleacher seating
iii.
Aisle riser heights code compliance on East and West bleacher seating




Vomitories slopes (change to stairs for means of egress)………………………………………………………………………… $2,912,651.28
Water penetration and leaks (Slip and fall hazard)……………………………………………………………………………... $ 271,040.00
i.
At vomitories (at sides and at structural connections)
ii.
Add additional drains at vomitories………………………………………………………………………………. $ 236,544.00
iii.
Gap between section 38 and Varsity Club
iv.
Various seams in steel pans





Provide code compliant means of egress From University Center Building D (North endzone egress)………………………. $ 122,374.56
Provide code compliant secondary egress from University Center Building B main entrance (south endzone egress)………... $ 475,213.26
Repair steel headers and other members at vormitory ramps where water intrusion has continued to deteriorate the steel.
Continued corrosion is occurring at these locations. Some areas have been previously repaired…………………………….. $ 221,760.00
Update emergency egress lighting……………………………………………………………………………………………….. $ 127,000.00
Increase size of UCC 9th floor command space for use on gamedays……………………………………………………….. (Price to be determined)
Provide two - way radio communication enhancement system for first responders…………………………………………….. $ 200,000.00
Enclosed large electrical equipment such as transformers and switchboards that are under concourse ramps to keep
out water, trash, and debris………………………………………………………………………………………………………. $ 249,000.00
Replace fluorescent fixtures in restrooms, concessions, and other accessory spaces with LED fixtures………………………... $ 555,000.00
Provide additional (enhance existing) WIFI coverage through bowl and concourse levels……………………………………. (Price to be determined)
Provide distributed cellular antennae system for improved cell phone coverage………………………………………………. $ 500,000.00
Provide code compliant means of egress From University Center Building D and coaches balcony…………………………. $
4,312.00
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ACCESSIBILITY






Provide cane detection and rigid frame in required areas……………………………………………………………………… $3,169,375.42
Provide additional accessible handicap seating………………………………………………………………………………… $3,072,616.88
Provide additional ADA accessible parking……………………………………………………………………………………… $
51,768.64
Upgrade concessions to be ADA compliant……………………………………………………………………………………... $ 341,880.00
CODE COMPLIANCE







Storm grate and grates in stairs to comply with ½” max openings……………………………………………………………… $
6,776.00
Provide additional code compliant toilet fixtures……………………………………………………………………………….. $1,153,635.56
Edge protection @ guard rails and curbs………………………………………………………………………………………… (Price to be determined)
Provide additional water coolers…………………………………………………………………………………………………. $ 574,691.00
Relocate or adjust electrical gear where inadequate NEC required clearance exists………………………………………….. (Price to be determined)
MAINTENANCE
















Replace failing medium voltage switches on the north and west sides that leak SFG gas…………………………………….
Replace bus plugs at electrical busway………………………………………………………………………………………….
Relocate out of or secure electrical panelboards and gear from general public access areas……………………………….
Replace aging electrical gear located in concourse areas……………………………………………………………………..
Insulate exposed fire lines in open spaces………………………………………………………………………………………
Insulate exposed domestic water piping…………………………………………………………………………………………
Redundant electrical service to stadium.
Replace concession stands direct expansion equipment with hydronic equipment…………………………………………….
Replace domestic water valves…………………………………………………………………………………………………...
Upgrade the building automation system.
Replace concession stand water heaters…………………………………………………………………………………………
Replace aging elevators A6, A7, C5 and C6…………………………………………………………………………………..
Replace manual restroom faucets…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Provide redundant electrical ductbank feed to Doak Campbell Stadium to avoid catastrophic power failure………………..
GRAND TOTAL:
123

$ 635,000.00
$ 404,000.00
(Price to be determined)
$ 425,000.00
$
45,919.00
$ 458,032.00
$1,142,046.00
$ 210,792.00
$ 140,889.00
$ 616,000.00
$ 457,921.00
$2,100,000.00
$32,980,046.34

